Flicker brightness enhancement and visual nonlinearity.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the nonlinear mechanism underlying brightness enhancement, in which a flickering stimulus appears brighter than a steady stimulus of equal mean luminance. The flickering and matching stimuli were temporally alternated. Both were cosine windowed to minimize the potential effects of temporal transients. Subjects adjusted the amplitude of the matching stimulus to match it in brightness to the flickering stimulus. The temporal frequency, modulation, and waveform of the flickering stimulus were varied. With sinusoidal flicker, brightness enhancement increased with increasing modulation at all frequencies, peaking at about 16 Hz at full modulation. The results were modeled by a broad temporal filter followed by a single accelerating nonlinearity. The derived temporal sensitivity of the early filter inferred from brightness enhancement decreased more slowly at high frequencies than the filter(s) inferred from flicker modulation thresholds. With low frequency sawtooth flicker, brightness enhancement was phase-dependent at low, but not at high modulations, suggesting that multiple neural mechanisms may also be involved in addition to an early nonlinearity.